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Abstract

Effective liner shipping is important for the global seaborne trade. The volume of
cargoes transported by liner shipping has been increasing over the past decades.
Liner shipping companies face three levels of decision problems, including strategic,
tactical, and operational problems. The tactical-level decisions are commonly made
every three to 6 months. These decisions include: (1) port service frequency
determination; (2) fleet deployment; (3) sailing speed optimization; and (4) vessel
schedule design. Most of the concurrent liner shipping studies have addressed the
tactical-level decision problems separately. Even though a few studies have proposed
joint planning models that capture multiple decision problems at the same time,
none of the conducted studies has integrated all the four tactical-level decision
problems. To address this gap in the state-of-the-art, this study presents a holistic
optimization model that addresses all the tactical-level liner shipping decision
problems, aiming to maximize the total profit obtained from liner shipping services.
The key route service cost components, found in the liner shipping literature, are
considered in this study, which include: (1) vessel operational cost; (2) vessel
chartering cost; (3) port handling cost; (4) port late arrival cost; (5) fuel consumption
cost; (6) container inventory costs in sea and at ports of call; and (7) emission costs
in sea and at ports of call. An exact optimization approach is adopted for the
developed mathematical model. The computational experiments, conducted for a
set of Asia-North America liner shipping routes, showcase the efficiency of the
proposed approach and offer some important managerial insights.

Keywords: Supply chain management, Liner shipping, Service frequency
determination, Fleet deployment, Sailing speed optimization, Vessel schedule design

Background
Seaborne trade accounted for more than 80% of the total volume of the global mer-

chandise trade in 2017 (UNCTAD, 2018). The global seaborne trade totaled to 10.7

billion tons of cargo that year. Moreover, it was forecasted to grow by 3.8% from 2018

to 2023. Since a significant portion of the global seaborne trade is carried by liner ship-

ping, effective liner shipping is important for the global seaborne trade, and, thereby,

for the overall supply chain management (Fugazza and Hoffmann, 2017; Hoffmann

et al., 2017; Dulebenets, 2018a; Kavirathna et al., 2018; Achurra-Gonzalez et al., 2019).
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Liner shipping operates on fixed schedules along with fixed sequences of ports of call.

The liner shipping industry is extremely competitive and capital intensive. Liner ship-

ping companies face a number of challenges and are required to implement innovative

ways to tackle these challenges. One of the most significant developments for the liner

shipping industry was the introduction of containers in order to facilitate the move-

ment of general consumption goods and high-valued cargoes. Container shipping is

now the main focus of liner shipping, as it generated $7 billion in profits in the year of

2017 (UNCTAD, 2018). Still, there are some other important challenges, one of which

is the improvement of the three key performance indicators, including operational effi-

ciency, service effectiveness, and socio-economic impacts of liner shipping (Song et al.,

2015). The improvement of these key performance indicators can be achieved by taking

the appropriate actions at different levels of decision making in liner shipping.

Liner shipping companies tackle three levels of decision-making process, which are stra-

tegic, tactical, and operational decisions (Pesenti, 1995; Meng et al., 2014; Dulebenets

et al., 2019). The scope of this study focuses on the tactical-level decision problems in

liner shipping. The tactical-level decision problems, which are made three to 6 months in

advance, include port service frequency determination, fleet deployment, sailing speed

optimization, and vessel schedule design. In order to reduce the waiting time of containers

at ports, a liner shipping company may increase port service frequencies. However, more

frequent port visits would require deployment of a large number of vessels. Therefore, the

liner shipping company will endure additional vessel operational costs. Moreover, while

determining the port service frequency, the liner shipping company has to ensure that the

container demand at ports and the profit margins are met. Several considerations are in-

corporated at the fleet deployment stage. The number of vessels in the liner shipping

company’s fleet (i.e., fleet size) is generally limited. In order to meet the existing demand,

the fleet size may not be sufficient. In such cases, the liner shipping company has to char-

ter vessels from other liner shipping companies’ fleets, which incurs an additional cost

(i.e., chartering cost). Moreover, based on the existing demand, the liner shipping com-

pany has to decide on the type of vessels (e.g., should the liner shipping company deploy

mega-vessels that have large capacity or smaller vessels with lower capacity). Deployment

of mega-vessels would result in economies of scale and would be suitable to meet high

demand volumes. However, mega-vessels have high vessel operational costs and may

cause some challenges for the marine container terminal operators, as they will be

required to have a specific type of equipment in order to serve these mega-vessels.

Vessel sailing speed optimization is a crucial decision problem at the tactical level of

liner shipping. Sailing speed bounds are generally dependent on the technical charac-

teristics of vessel engines. A very low speed could deteriorate the vessel engines and

shorten the lifespan of vessels. On the contrary, a high sailing speed would increase the

fuel consumption cost. For instance, increasing the sailing speed by just 20% could

increase the fuel consumption cost by up to 50% (Ronen, 2011). Such an increase in

the fuel consumption cost may not be desirable, as the fuel consumption cost may

account for about 75% of the total operational cost of vessels (Ronen, 2011). Over the

recent years, a number of Emission Control Areas (ECAs) have been enforced by the

International Maritime Organization (IMO) in order to reduce environmental pollution

in those areas. Within the ECAs, vessels must use low-sulfur fuels, which are more

expensive than the regular fuel. Such considerations should be also incorporated while
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selecting vessel sailing speeds. Among the tactical-level decision problems in liner ship-

ping, the vessel schedule design (i.e., vessel scheduling) is the most intricate one (Meng

et al., 2014; Dulebenets et al., 2019). Each vessel schedule contains the information re-

garding port arrival times, waiting times, handling times, departure times, etc. More-

over, each vessel schedule also has to incorporate some other important considerations,

such as sailing speed, environmental sustainability issues, customer preferences, and

others. The sailing speeds may be adjusted after the vessel schedules are published as

long as the planned port arrival times are not violated.

All the aforementioned tactical-level decision problems are generally treated separately.

Decisions, provided by separate solution approaches for separate decision problems, may

not be compatible with each other (e.g., the required number of vessels, determined at the

fleet deployment stage, may not be sufficient when solving the vessel scheduling problem,

which will further result in violation of the target port service frequency). Also, an integrated

methodology, which could simultaneously address all the four tactical-level decision prob-

lems, will be able to effectively assist liner shipping companies with decision making and

meet certain profit margins. However, to the authors’ knowledge, no prior studies have

combined all the tactical-level decision problems to provide an integrated solution

approach. The latter can be explained by the fact that the mathematical formulation that

incorporates all the four tactical-level decision problems in liner shipping will have signifi-

cantly more decision and auxiliary variables, which will increase its computational complex-

ity and impose potential challenges in selection of the appropriate solution approach.

Acknowledging this gap in the state-of-the-art, the present study formulates a novel hol-

istic mathematical model that incorporates all the decision problems at the tactical level

of liner shipping. The remainder of this manuscript is structured as follows. Section 2 pro-

vides a concise review of the tactical-level liner shipping studies, which are related to the

theme of this study. In section 3, the problem environment is formally described in detail.

The formulation of the proposed model is outlined in section 4. Section 5 presents the

computational experiments that were conducted to validate the proposed approach and

obtain some managerial insights. Finally, this study is concluded in section 6.

Review of the relevant studies
This section of the manuscript highlights findings from the literature review regarding

the decision problems at the tactical level of liner shipping. Furthermore, contributions

of this study to the state-of-the-art are explicitly outlined in this section as well.

Service frequency determination

A number of liner shipping studies have integrated port service frequency determin-

ation with other decision problems. For example, Bendall and Stent (2001) studied a

joint fleet deployment and fleet size design along with port service frequency determin-

ation. Hsu and Hsieh (2007) presented a methodology that can be used to determine

port service frequency and vessel size for a maritime hub-and-spoke container shipping

network. Meng and Wang (2011) specifically focused on planning shipping operations

for a long-haul liner shipping port rotation, aiming to determine fleet deployment plan,

port service frequency, and vessel sailing speed. Weekly and bi-weekly port service

frequencies are considered as the most common ones in the liner shipping industry
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(Meng et al., 2014; Dulebenets et al., 2019). On the other hand, Lin and Tsai (2014)

and Zhang and Lam (2014) discussed various aspects of daily service frequency and its

impacts on the overall efficiency of liner shipping operations. In contrast to common

liner shipping scheduling models that assume the fixed port service frequency, Giovan-

nini and Psaraftis (2019) presented a new model, aiming to identify potential impacts

of the variable port service frequency, while addressing vessel scheduling decisions. The

computational experiments, which were conducted as a part of that study, demon-

strated that the variable port service frequency was more promising as compared to the

fixed port service frequency in terms of the total profit generated.

Fleet deployment

A significant portion of the fleet deployment studies tackled additional decision problems,

such as vessel routing, network design, empty container repositioning, etc. (Álvarez, 2009;

Gelareh and Pisinger, 2011; Gelareh et al., 2013; Huang et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2018a;

Zhen et al., 2019a,b). Álvarez (2009) aimed to design optimal routes for container vessels

and determine the required number of vessels as well as the vessel type. Gelareh and

Pisinger (2011) and Gelareh et al. (2013) presented optimization models for an integrated

liner shipping network design and fleet deployment problem. Huang et al. (2015) noted

that container demand was subject to seasonality and fluctuated every three to 6 months.

Based on the latter feature, the study proposed a mixed-integer programming model to

modify the existing liner shipping networks, re-deploy vessels, and determine the appro-

priate cargo routes. Ng (2015) presented a fleet deployment model, where the container

demand was stochastic. Zhao et al. (2016) aimed to deploy vessels based on a route risk

evaluation model, which considered several environmental factors that could disrupt

safety of navigation. The developed model was solved using the firefly algorithm. Ng and

Lin (2018) approximated lower and upper bounds on the optimal shipping cost using a

fleet deployment model, where only the conditional demand information was available.

Wang et al. (2018a) presented a vessel chartering model, which integrated fleet compos-

ition and sailing speed optimization. Zhen et al. (2019a) modeled a demand fulfillment

and fleet deployment problem, where the container overload risk was accounted for. On

the other hand, Zhen et al. (2019b) developed an integrated fleet deployment, vessel

scheduling, and container routing model for liner shipping.

Sailing speed optimization

The sailing speed optimization studies primarily focus on modeling fuel consumption,

since vessel sailing speed is a major predictor of fuel consumption by the main vessel

engines (Fagerholt et al., 2010; Ronen, 2011; Cheaitou and Cariou, 2012; Yao et al.,

2012; Sheng et al., 2015; Wang and Meng, 2015; Wong et al., 2015; Tan et al., 2018).

Fagerholt et al. (2010) highlighted that fuel consumption could be estimated as a cubic

function of vessel sailing speed. Cheaitou and Cariou (2012) proposed a sailing speed

optimization model, where the transported perishable goods were sensitive to the tran-

sit time, while the transported dry and frozen goods were not sensitive to the transit

time. Throughout the sailing speed optimization, Wang and Meng (2012a) considered

transshipment and routing of containers. Yao et al. (2012) proposed a fuel management

scheme, which included three major components: (1) selection of fueling ports; (2)
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estimation of fueling amount; and (3) adjustment of sailing speeds. Sheng et al. (2015) pre-

sented a sailing speed optimization and refueling model, which considered uncertainties

in fuel price and fuel consumption. Wang and Meng (2015) focused on a sailing speed

optimization and refueling problem in a liner shipping network, considering potential dif-

ferences between the planned vessel speed and the real vessel speed. Wong et al. (2015)

aimed to reduce fuel consumption as well as carbon emissions through slow steaming.

Wang and Wang (2016) studied the vessel sailing speed optimization problem, where the

liner shipping company had to allocate a limited number of vessels between different

routes. Tan et al. (2018) proposed a mathematical model to jointly optimize sailing speeds

and vessel schedules, taking into account the dam transit time uncertainty. Wang et al.

(2018b) presented a vessel sailing speed optimization model, where the unit fuel cost was

stochastic but did not follow any particular distribution. Cheaitou and Cariou (2019) con-

sidered an elastic container demand, which was dependent on the vessel sailing speed.

Vessel schedule design

Vessel schedule design is the most convoluted tactical-level decision problem in liner

shipping. A number of researchers have concentrated on the basic vessel scheduling deci-

sions, which include sailing speed at each voyage leg, arrival time, waiting time, handling

time, and departure time at each port of call (Chen et al., 2007; Zhen et al., 2016; Dulebe-

nets and Ozguven, 2017; Dulebenets, 2018b; Wang et al., 2019). Zhen et al. (2016) esti-

mated arrival times and dwell times at ports of call, including transshipment hubs. Wang

et al. (2019) developed a tailored branch-and-cut algorithm to solve a mixed-integer pro-

gramming model that aimed to facilitate intercontinental liner shipping. The objective

function of the presented mathematical model maximized the total service profit. Various

sources of uncertainty in liner shipping that can potentially influence vessel schedules,

such as uncertainties in shipment demand, port times, sailing times, etc., have been mod-

eled by a number of studies (Wang and Meng, 2012b,c; Aydin et al., 2017; Tan et al.,

2018; Gürel and Shadmand, 2019). For example, Wang and Meng (2012b) addressed un-

certainties in both waiting and handling times at ports of call throughout vessel schedul-

ing. On the other hand, Gürel and Shadmand (2019) modeled uncertainties in port

waiting and handling times, capturing a heterogeneous nature of the vessel fleet.

A few studies have proposed collaborative agreements between liner shipping companies

and marine container terminal (MCT) operators in order to benefit from multiple port

arrival time windows (TWs) as well as the associated handling rates (HRs) (Alharbi et al.,

2015; Wang et al., 2014; Liu et al., 2016; Dulebenets, 2019). Alharbi et al. (2015) formulated

a mathematical model, aiming to assist liner shipping companies with selection of the opti-

mal port arrival TW from the available TWs at a given port of the liner shipping route.

Dulebenets (2019) proposed a collaborative agreement between MCT operators and liner

shipping companies, where at each port a given liner shipping company could select from

multiple TWs and multiple HRs, which had different handling costs. Furthermore, some of

the concurrent vessel scheduling studies have considered the impact of liner shipping on

the environment, such as emissions of harmful substances (Fagerholt and Psaraftis, 2015;

De et al., 2016; Dulebenets, 2018c,d; Giovannini and Psaraftis, 2019; Cheaitou and Cariou,

2019). For example, Fagerholt and Psaraftis (2015) investigated the use of low-sulfur fuel,

which is more expensive as compared to the regular fuel, within ECAs. De et al. (2016)
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examined various strategies, such as slow steaming and speed optimization, in order to re-

duce carbon dioxide emissions.

Existing state-of-the-art gaps and contributions of this study

From a detailed review of the studies on tactical-level decisions in liner shipping, it was re-

vealed that some of the studies incorporated multiple tactical-level decision problems;

however, none of them addressed all the four decision problems simultaneously. Deci-

sions, provided by separate solution approaches for separate decision problems, may not

be compatible with each other. Also, an integrated methodology, which could simultan-

eously address all the four tactical-level decision problems, will be able to effectively assist

liner shipping companies with decision making and meet certain profit margins. Acknow-

ledging this gap in the state-of-the-art, this study makes the following contributions:

� A novel holistic optimization model for the tactical-level decisions in liner shipping

is proposed, which captures all the tactical-level decision problems, including port

service frequency determination, fleet deployment, sailing speed optimization, and

vessel schedule design.

� Different types of vessels can be assigned to different liner shipping routes by the

developed model.

� Unlike the majority of the previously conducted liner shipping studies, which

assume that the fuel consumption is solely determined based on the vessel sailing

speed, this study directly accounts for both vessel sailing speed and vessel payload

in the estimation of the fuel consumption.

� Under the proposed mathematical model, the container demand at ports is elastic

and dependent on the vessel sailing speed at each voyage leg, which is in line with

real-life liner shipping operations (i.e., container demand generally decreases with

increasing transit time of containers).

� In contrast to a significant portion of the concurrent liner shipping literature,

multiple TWs and HRs are offered to serve the vessels at each port of call in order

to improve the efficiency of liner shipping operations, reduce the total route service

cost, and improve the utilization of the available MCT handling equipment.

� In contrast to most of the existing liner shipping literature, container inventory

costs both in sea and at ports are captured by the developed mathematical model.

� In order to enhance the environmental sustainability of the international trade and

liner shipping operations, the proposed mathematical model captures the quantity of

emissions that are produced by vessels in sea and from container handling at ports.

Problem description
This section presents a detailed description of the problem, which is addressed in this

study, including the following aspects: (1) liner shipping route description; (2) fleet de-

ployment; (3) service of vessels at ports; (4) fuel consumption; (5) container demand

sensitivity; (6) port service frequency; (7) container inventory; (8) modeling emissions;

and (9) objective of the liner shipping company. Note that all the major tactical-level

decisions, which have to be addressed by a given liner shipping company, are captured

throughout this study.
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Liner shipping route description

Each liner shipping route is generally served either by an individual liner shipping

company or a set of different liner shipping companies (or alliances). The routes

consist of multiple ports of call. The number of ports to be called by vessels may

vary from one liner shipping route to another. Let R = {1,…, n1} denote the set of

port rotations (i.e., the order of ports to be called), while the set of ports to be vis-

ited at port rotation r will be further referred to as Pr ¼ f1;…; n2rg; r∈R. Two con-

secutive ports p and p + 1 are connected via voyage leg p. Each liner shipping

company generally provides details about the port rotations that are currently

served by the company, including the following information: (1) names of ports of

call; (2) countries of the ports; (3) distance to the subsequent port to be visited;

and others. Each port of call under every port rotation has fixed vessel schedules

(e.g., arrival times, handling times, departure times).

A liner shipping network with four port rotations is illustrated in Fig. 1. The itinerary

of each port rotation forms a loop – i.e., each port rotation starts and ends at the same

port. For instance, in port rotation “1”, vessels start their voyage at Tokyo, then stop at

Nagoya, Yokkaichi, Kobe, and return to Tokyo. The number of ports of call for port ro-

tation “1” is 4 (i.e., n21 = 4). Note that a given port can be included in multiple port rota-

tions. Hong Kong, for example, is included in port rotations “2” and “3”. Furthermore,

a given port can be visited more than once in a single port rotation. Based on the

Fig. 1 An illustrative liner shipping network with four port rotations. Shows an example of a liner shipping
network. The considered liner shipping network has four port rotations
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provided example, Penang is called twice in port rotation “4”. These calls can be distin-

guished by referring to the port calling sequence.

Fleet deployment

At the fleet deployment stage, the liner shipping company assigns the available vessel

types for service of the port rotations. Let V = {1,…, n3} be the set of vessel types to be

used by the liner shipping company to serve the port rotations. Let dvr = 1 if vessel type v

is assigned to serve port rotation r. Generally, liner shipping companies assign one vessel

type for service of each port rotation (Wang and Meng, 2017). The latter condition can be

enforced using the following relationship:

X
v∈V

drv ¼ 1∀r∈R ð1Þ

A vessel string of the selected vessel type to be assigned for service of a given port ro-

tation is assumed to be homogeneous (i.e., vessels of the same type are assumed to have

the same technical properties, including the maximum sailing speed, fuel consumption

rate, emissions produced by the main and auxiliary vessel engines, and others). Al-

though such an assumption may not be applicable in some instances (e.g., technical

properties for vessels of the same type may vary due to differences in age, vessel struc-

ture, capacity, past maintenance/repairs, and other reasons), it is commonly used at the

fleet deployment and vessel scheduling stages in the liner shipping literature and in

practice as well (Wang and Meng, 2017). If the required number of vessels of a specific

type to be deployed for service of a given port rotation exceeds the total number of

available vessels of that type (qown−mv ; v∈V – vessels), which are owned by the liner ship-

ping company, a given liner shipping company may charter vessels from the other liner

shipping companies. In such case, the liner shipping company incurs an additional cost

(ccharv ; v∈V – USD/day) for chartering vessels.

Service of vessels at ports

Certain arrival TWs are offered for the vessels by an MCT operator at each port

of a given port rotation. Let Trp ¼ f1;…; n4rpg; r∈R; p∈Pr be the set of available ar-

rival TWs at port p of port rotation r. Two attributes are associated with each

TW, offered at a given port, including the following: (1) τstrpt ; r∈R; p∈Pr; t∈Trp –

start of TW t at port p of port rotation r (hours); and (2) τendrpt ; r∈R; p∈Pr; t∈Trp –

end of TW t at port p of port rotation r (hours). The arrival TW is negotiated be-

tween the liner shipping company and each MCT operator. In certain cases, only

one arrival TW can be offered to the liner shipping company at a given port (e.g.,

busy ports with frequent vessel arrivals). Vessels are expected to arrive within the

agreed TW at each port. Similar to Fagerholt (2001), this study assumes that the

arrival TWs at ports of call are “soft” (i.e., vessels are permitted to arrive before

the TW starts and after the TW ends). In case of an early arrival, a vessel is ex-

pected to wait for service in the dedicated area of the port. In case of a late ar-

rival, service of a vessel is expected to start upon its arrival; however, the MCT

operator will impose a late arrival cost to the liner shipping company, which is

proportional to the total late arrival hours (τlaterp ; r∈R; p∈Pr – hours) and the unit
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late arrival cost (claterp ; r∈R; p∈Pr – USD/hour). The late arrival cost is imposed to

the liner shipping company due to the fact that vessel arrival delays may signifi-

cantly disrupt the port operations (e.g., cause congestion at a given port). The total

late arrival cost (LAC – USD) can be estimated based on the following

relationship:

LAC ¼
X
r∈R

X
p∈Pr

claterp τlaterp ð2Þ

Each MCT operator is assumed to offer different HRs to the liner shipping com-

pany for service of the arriving vessels. Let Hrpt ¼ f1;…; n5rptg; r∈R; p∈Pr; t∈Trp be

the set of HRs at port p of port rotation r available during TW t. The handling

productivity, associated with a given HR, determines the number of twenty-foot

equivalent units (TEUs) to be handled at each vessel per hour and will be referred

to as phrpthv, r ∈ R, p ∈ Pr, t ∈ Trp, h ∈Hrpt, v ∈ V (TEUs/hour). In certain cases, only

one HR can be offered to the liner shipping company at a given port (e.g., the

MCT operator may have to allocate the handling equipment for service of the

other vessels during high-demand periods). If QCPORT
rp ; r∈R; p∈Pr (TEUs) is the

quantity of containers to be handled at port p of port rotation r, the handling time

for vessels of type v at port p of port rotation r during TW t under HR h will be

τhandrpthv ¼
QCPORT

rp

phrpthv
∀r∈R; p∈Pr; t∈Trp; h∈Hrpt ; v∈V (hours). The handling productivity and

the corresponding handling cost ( chandrpthv; r∈R; p∈Pr ; t∈Trp; h∈Hrpt ; v∈V – USD/TEU)

are negotiated between the liner shipping company and the MCT operator at each

port of a given port rotation. Let xrpthv = 1 if HR h is selected for service of type

v vessels at port p of port rotation r during TW t; then, the total port handling

cost (PHC – USD) can be estimated based on the following relationship:

PHC ¼
X
r∈R

X
p∈Pr

X
t∈Trp

X
h∈Hrpt

X
v∈V

chandrpthvQC
PORT
rp xrpthv ð3Þ

Fuel consumption

As previously discussed, the liner shipping company deploys a homogenous vessel

fleet at each port rotation. The fuel consumption rate of the main vessel engines,

which turn vessel propellers, is expected to be the same for homogenous vessels

(Wang and Meng, 2017). Note that the fuel consumption rate is influenced by a

number of different factors, including weather conditions, payload, sailing speed,

and vessel geometric characteristics (Wang and Meng, 2012a; Kontovas, 2014).

However, the vessel sailing speed was found to be the major factor influencing the

fuel consumption (Wang and Meng, 2012a). The design fuel consumption per

nautical mile (nmi) for vessels of type v at voyage leg p of port rotation r ( f designrpv ; r

∈R; p∈Pr; v∈V – tons/nmi) can be estimated based on the following relationship

(Wang and Meng, 2012a):

f designrpv ¼ γv ϑrp
� � αv−1ð Þ

24
∀r∈R; p∈Pr; v∈V ð4Þ

where:
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αv, γv, v ∈V – are the coefficients of the fuel consumption function for vessel type v;

ϑrp, r ∈ R, p ∈ Pr – is the vessel sailing speed at voyage leg p of port rotation r (knots).

Some of the liner shipping studies have highlighted that payload of vessels is one of

the major predictors of fuel consumption by vessel engines (Psaraftis and Kontovas,

2013; Kontovas, 2014). Assuming that the design fuel consumption is based on the

maximum payload capacity, the fuel consumption of vessels (frpv, r ∈ R, p ∈ Pr, v ∈V –

tons/nmi) can be estimated from the following relationship (MAN Diesel & Turbo,

2012; Kontovas, 2014; Adland and Jia, 2016):

f rpv ¼ f designrpv ∙
QCSEA

rp ∙AWC þ LWTv

TWCv þ LWTv

 !2
3

¼ γv ϑrp
� � αv−1ð Þ

24
∙
QCSEA

rp ∙AWC þ LWTv

TWCv þ LWTv

 !2
3

∀r∈R; p∈Pr; v∈V

ð5Þ

where:

QCSEA
rp ; r∈R; p∈Pr – is the quantity of containers to be transported at voyage leg p of

port rotation r (TEUs);

AWC – is the average weight of cargo inside a standard 20-ft container (tons);

LWTv, v ∈V – is the empty weight of a vessel of type v (tons);

TWCv, v ∈V – is the total weight of containers that can be loaded on a vessel of type

v (tons).

The total vessel fuel consumption cost (FCC – USD) can be estimated based on the

total fuel consumption, the unit fuel cost (cfuel – USD/ton), and the voyage leg length

(lrp, r ∈ R, p ∈ Pr – nmi) using the following relationship:

FCC ¼ cfuel
X
r∈R

X
p∈Pr

X
v∈V

lrp f rpvdrv ð6Þ

Note that the fuel consumption of the auxiliary vessel engines (that are com-

monly used to provide power on board the vessels) does not significantly fluctuate

throughout the vessel voyage at a given port rotation and is accounted for in the

vessel operational cost. Once a sailing speed is selected for a given voyage leg, it is

assumed to remain the same while the vessel is sailing at that voyage leg. This

study does not account for the factors that may result in fluctuations of the vessel

sailing speed along a given voyage leg (e.g., wind speed, adverse weather condi-

tions, height of waves, main engine malfunctioning, errors of the crew).

Several factors influence the vessel sailing speed choice. The highest possible sail-

ing speed is selected according to the capacity of the main vessel engines (Psaraftis

and Kontovas, 2013). The lowest sailing speed, on the other hand, is typically se-

lected to decrease potential wear of the main vessel engines (Wang et al., 2013).

Decreasing the vessel sailing speed will lead to reduction in the fuel consumption,

and, thereby, the fuel consumption cost as well as the amount of emissions that

are produced in sea. However, reducing the sailing speed will further cause an in-

crease in the total transit time of containers along with the associated inventory

costs. The latter will cause an increase in the total turnaround time of vessels,

which will further necessitate the liner shipping company to deploy more vessels in

order to guarantee a certain port service frequency. If more vessels are deployed,
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the total vessel operational/chartering cost will become higher. The total vessel

turnaround time can be decreased by requesting HRs with higher handling produc-

tivities at ports of call. However, the latter will lead to increasing port handling

cost at each port rotation and increasing amount of emissions from the handling

equipment. Therefore, vessel sailing speeds at each port rotation should be selected

by considering all the aforementioned factors and associated tradeoffs. The sailing

time at voyage leg p of port rotation r (τsailrp ; r∈R; p∈Pr – hours) can be estimated

based on the voyage leg length and the vessel sailing speed using the following

relationship:

τsailrp ¼ lrp
ϑrp

∀r∈R; p∈Pr ð7Þ

Container demand sensitivity

Inspired by Cheaitou and Cariou (2019), this study considers the container demand at

ports (QCPORT
rp ; r∈R; p∈Pr – TEUs) to be elastic and sensitive to the vessel sailing speed.

Generally, customers transport a larger amount of cargo if the vessel sailing speed at a

voyage leg is higher. Thus, the relationship between the container demand at ports and

the vessel sailing speed can be expressed by the following equation (Cheaitou and Car-

iou, 2019):

QCPORT
rp ¼ αdemrp −

βdemrp

ϑrp
∀r∈R; p∈Pr ð8Þ

where:

αdemrp ; βdemrp ; r∈R; p∈Pr – are the coefficients of the container demand sensitivity to the

vessel sailing speed at port p of port rotation r.

Upon arrival at a port of call, the import containers of the respective port (from the

perspective of the MCT operator) will be unloaded from the vessels, and the export

containers of the respective port will be loaded on board the vessels. Therefore, the

quantity of containers to be transported at the voyage legs (QCSEA
rp ; r∈R; p∈Pr – TEUs)

can be determined from the following relationships:

QCSEA
r pþ1ð Þ ¼ QCSEA

rp −QCPORT
r pþ1ð Þ∙Importr pþ1ð Þ þQCPORT

r pþ1ð Þ∙ 1−Importr pþ1ð Þ
� �

∀r∈R; p∈Pr; p < n2r

ð9Þ

QCSEA
r 1ð Þ ¼ QCSEA−0

r −QCPORT
r 1ð Þ ∙Importr 1ð Þ þQCPORT

r 1ð Þ ∙ 1−Importr 1ð Þ
� �

∀r∈R ð10Þ

where:

Importrp, r ∈ R, p ∈ Pr – is the portion of import containers at port p of port rotation

r;

QCSEA−0
r ; r∈R – is the total quantity of containers on board the vessel before it is

moored at the first port of call (i.e., port “1”) under port rotation r (TEUs).

Note that the quantity of containers on board a given vessel must not exceed the

total cargo carrying capacity of that vessel type. Hence, the following relationship must

be maintained:
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QCsea
rp ∙AWC≤TWCv þM 1−drvð Þ∀r∈R; p∈Pr; v∈V ð11Þ

where:

M – is a large positive number.

Port service frequency

Generally, the port service frequency is established based on the existing demand at

each port of a given port rotation. In order to guarantee the agreed port service fre-

quency at each port rotation, the liner shipping company has to assure that the follow-

ing relationship will be maintained (Wang et al., 2014; Alharbi et al., 2015; Dulebenets

and Ozguven, 2017):

24ϕrqr ¼
X
p∈Pr

τsailrp þ
X
p∈Pr

X
t∈Trp

X
h∈Hrpt

X
v∈V

τhandrpthvxrpthv þ
X
p∈Pr

τwaitrp ∀r∈R ð12Þ

where:

qr, r ∈ R – is the total number of vessels that will be deployed for service of port rota-

tion r (vessels);

ϕr, r ∈ R – is the port service frequency for port rotation r (days);

24 – is the total number of hours in a day (hours/day)

τwaitrp ; r∈R; p∈Pr – is the vessel waiting time at port p of port rotation r (hours).

The right-hand side of equality (12) represents the total vessel turnaround time

at port rotation r (i.e., the total time required by the vessels, which were allocated

for that port rotation, to visit all the ports of call and return to the first port of

call). The vessel turnaround time at each port rotation is composed of the follow-

ing components: (i) total vessel sailing time over all the voyage legs of a given port

rotation; (ii) total port handling time over all the ports of a given port rotation;

and (iii) total port waiting time over all the ports of a given port rotation. The re-

quired number of vessels to be deployed for service of a given port rotation can be

further determined by dividing the total turnaround time by the port service fre-

quency and the integer “24” (which denotes the total number of hours in a day).

As previously discussed, the vessels, used for service of a given port rotation, can

be owned by the liner shipping company and/or chartered from other liner ship-

ping companies. It is assumed that the vessels, deployed for a given port rotation,

are homogeneous and have the same unit vessel operational cost ( coperv ; v∈V –

USD/day). The total vessel operational cost (VOC – USD) and the total number of

vessels that will deployed for service of port rotation r (qr, r ∈ R – vessels) can be

estimated based on the following relationships:

VOC ¼
X
r∈R

X
v∈V

coperv qown
rv ϕr ð13Þ

qr ¼
X
v∈V

qownrv þ qcharrv

� �
∀r∈R ð14Þ

where:

qownrv ; r∈R; v∈V – is the total number of vessels of type v, owned by the liner shipping

company, that will be deployed for service of port rotation r (vessels);
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qcharrv ; r∈R; v∈V – is the total number of vessels of type v, chartered by the liner ship-

ping company, that will be deployed for service of port rotation r (vessels).

The total vessel chartering cost (VCC – USD) can be estimated based on the unit

chartering cost (ccharv ; v∈V – USD/day), the number of chartered vessels, and the estab-

lished port service frequency using the following relationship:

VCC ¼
X
r∈R

X
v∈V

ccharv qcharrv ϕr ð15Þ

Container inventory

Two types of inventory costs are considered in this study: (i) inventory cost in sea;

and (ii) inventory cost at ports of call. The inventory cost in sea is proportional to

the total transit time of containers, transported between consecutive ports of call.

Similarly, the inventory cost at ports is proportional to the total waiting time and

the total handling time of containers at ports. Generally, sailing time of vessels in

sea is larger as compared to waiting and handling times of vessels at ports; there-

fore, the inventory cost in sea is expected to be larger than the inventory cost at

ports of call. The total container inventory costs in sea and at ports of call

(denoted as CICSEA – USD and CICPORT – USD, respectively) can be estimated

based on the following relationships (Wang et al., 2014; Dulebenets, 2018a):

CICSEA ¼
X
r∈R

X
p∈Pr

cinvQCSEA
rp τsailrp ð16Þ

CICPORT ¼
X
r∈R

X
p∈Pr

cinvQCSEA
rp τwaitrp þ

X
r∈R

X
p∈Pr

X
t∈Trp

X
h∈Hrpt

X
v∈V

cinv QCSEA
rp −QCPORT

rp

� �
τhandrpthvxrpthv

ð17Þ

where:

cinv – is the unit inventory cost (USD/TEU/hour).

Modeling emissions

In order to improve the environmental sustainability of container shipping, the

liner shipping company has to account for the emissions (e.g., CO2, SOx, NOx,

etc.), produced in sea and at ports of call throughout container handling. The

amount of emissions produced at voyage leg p of port rotation r (EPSEA
rp ;r∈R; p∈Pr

– tons) can be determined based on the fuel consumption and the emission factor

in sea (EFSEA – tons of emissions/ton of fuel) using the following relationship

(Psaraftis and Kontovas, 2013; Kontovas, 2014; Dulebenets, 2018a):

EPSEA
rp ¼

X
v∈V

EFSEAlrp f rpvdrv∀r∈R; p∈Pr ð18Þ

The amount of emissions produced at ports is dependent on the type of equip-

ment used by the MCT operators. Handling productivity is also a major factor in-

fluencing the amount of emissions produced. If an HR with a high handling

productivity is requested by the liner shipping company at a given port of call,

more equipment will be required for container handling operations, which will in-

crease the amount of emissions produced. The amount of emissions produced at
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port p of port rotation r (EPPORT
rp ;r∈R; p∈Pr – tons) can be determined based on

the quantity of containers to be handled at the port, the emission factor at the

port ( EFPORT
rphv ; r∈R; p∈Pr; h∈Hrpt ; v∈V – tons of emissions/TEU), and the selected

HR using the following relationship (Tran et al., 2017; Dulebenets, 2018c):

EPPORT
rp ¼ QCPORT

rp

X
t∈Trp

X
h∈Hrpt

X
v∈V

EFPORT
rphv xrpthv

� �
∀r∈R; p∈Pr ð19Þ

The total emission cost in sea (ECSEA – USD) and the total emission cost at

ports of call (ECPORT – USD) can be calculated based on the total amount of

emissions, produced in sea as well as at ports of call, and the unit emission cost

(cemis – USD/ton) using the following relationships:

ECSEA ¼ cemis
X
r∈R

X
p∈Pr

EPSEA
rp ð20Þ

ECPORT ¼ cemis
X
r∈R

X
p∈Pr

EPPORT
rp ð21Þ

Note that eqs. (18)–(21) can be applied for modeling the major pollutants, pro-

duced by vessels in sea and by the container handling equipment at ports.

Objective of the liner shipping company

This study assumes that the objective of the liner shipping company is to maximize the

total profit. Such an assumption is in line with the previously conducted liner shipping

studies (Giovannini and Psaraftis, 2019; Dulebenets et al., 2019). The total profit can be

calculated as a difference between the total revenue and the total route service cost.

The total revenue (REV – USD) can be estimated based on the quantity of containers

to be delivered to ports of call at the considered port rotations and the unit freight rate

(crevrp ; r∈R; p∈Pr – USD/TEU) using the following relationship (Giovannini and Psaraftis,

2019):

REV ¼
X
r∈R

X
p∈Pr

crevrp QCPORT
rp ð22Þ

As for the total route service cost, the key route service cost components, found

in the liner shipping literature, are considered in this study, which include: (1) ves-

sel operational cost; (2) vessel chartering cost; (3) port handling cost; (4) port late

arrival cost; (5) fuel consumption cost; (6) container inventory costs in sea and at

ports of call; and (7) emission costs in sea and at ports of call. In order to

maximize the total profit, the following major decisions have to be taken into con-

sideration by the liner shipping company: (1) the number of vessels of each type,

owned by the liner shipping company, that will be deployed for each port rotation;

(2) the number of vessels of each type, chartered by the liner shipping company,

that will be deployed for each port rotation; (3) port service frequency at each port

rotation; (4) the sailing speed at each voyage leg of each port rotation; (5) the ar-

rival TW at each port of call for each port rotation; and (6) the HR at each port

of call for each port rotation.
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Holistic mathematical model
This section of the manuscript provides a detailed description of the Holistic

Optimization Model for Tactical-Level Planning in Liner Shipping (HOMTLP).

Preliminary linearization techniques

Constraint sets (4), (7), and (8) are generally used in the liner shipping literature

for estimating the design fuel consumption, the vessel sailing time at voyage legs

of the liner shipping route for each port rotation, and the container demand at

ports, respectively (Wang et al., 2013; Wang et al., 2014; Alharbi et al., 2015;

Cheaitou and Cariou, 2019). However, these constraint sets are nonlinear. In

order to reduce the computational complexity of the proposed mathematical

model, a number of commonly used linearization techniques will be further ap-

plied. In particular, the vessel sailing speed (ϑrp, r ∈ R, p ∈ Pr – knots) will be re-

placed with its reciprocal yrp ¼ 1
ϑrp

∀r∈R; p∈Pr (knots− 1) in order to linearize

constraint sets (7) and (8). Furthermore, the design fuel consumption function

f designrpv ; r∈R; p∈Pr; v∈V can be linearized using its piecewise linear approximation.

Denote Sv ¼ f1;…; n6vg; v∈V as the set of linear segments in the piecewise func-

tion for the design fuel consumption. The design fuel consumption will be esti-

mated for each one of the segments, which will allow overcoming nonlinearity of

constraint set (4). Although the aforementioned linearization strategies will not

linearize the whole mathematical model (as the model includes some other non-

linear variables), they will allow reducing the degree of the model’s nonlinearity.

The latter is also expected to reduce the computational complexity of the pro-

posed mathematical model.

Figure 2 presents an illustrative example of a linear approximation for the design

fuel consumption function f design ¼ γðϑÞðα−1Þ
24 . In this example, the values of α and γ

were set to 3 and 0.012, respectively (Wang and Meng, 2012a; Psaraftis and Konto-

vas, 2013). The sailing speed reciprocal was allowed to vary between 0.040 knots−1

and 0.067 knots−1 (i.e., 15 ≤ ϑ ≤ 25) (Wang and Meng, 2012a,b). After introducing

10 linear segments, it can be observed that the linear approximation for the design

fuel consumption function aligns very closely with the original nonlinear design

fuel consumption function.

Fig. 2 A nonlinear design fuel consumption function and its linear approximation. Presents an example of a
nonlinear design fuel consumption function (left) and the linearized version of the design fuel consumption
function (right)
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Nomenclature

Sets

R = {1,…, n1} set of port rotations (port rotations)

Pr ¼ f1;…; n2r g; r∈R set of ports under port rotation r (ports)

V = {1,…, n3} set of available vessel types (vessel types)

T rp ¼ f1;…; n4rpg; r∈R; p∈Pr set of available TWs at port p of port rotation r (TWs)

Hrpt ¼ f1;…; n5rptg; r∈R; p∈Pr ;
t ∈ Trp

set of available HRs at port p of port rotation r during TW t (HRs)

Sv ¼ f1;…; n6vg; v∈V set of linear segments in the piecewise function of the design fuel consumption
for vessel type v (segments)

Decision Variables

yrp ∈ℝ
+ ∀ r ∈ R, p ∈ Pr vessel sailing speed reciprocal at voyage leg p of port rotation r (knots−1)

ϕr ∈ℕ ∀ r ∈ R port service frequency for port rotation r (days)

qownrv ∈ℕ∀r∈R; v∈V number of vessels of type v in company’s own fleet for deployment at port
rotation r (vessels)

qcharrv ∈ℕ∀r∈R; v∈V number of chartered vessels of type v for deployment at port rotation r (vessels)

drv∈B∀r∈R; v∈V =1 if vessel type v is assigned to serve port rotation r (=0 otherwise)

zrpt∈B∀r∈R; p∈Pr ; t∈T rp =1 if TW t is selected at port p of port rotation r (=0 otherwise)

xrpthv∈B∀r∈R; p∈Pr ; t∈T rp;
h ∈ Hrpt, v ∈ V

=1 if HR h is selected for vessels of type v at port p of port rotation r during TW
t (=0 otherwise)

grpvs∈B∀r∈R; p∈Pr ; v∈V ; s∈Sv =1 if segment s is selected to estimate the fuel consumption of vessel type v at
voyage leg p of port rotation r (=0 otherwise)

Auxiliary Variables

qr ∈ℕ ∀ r ∈ R number of vessels that will be deployed at port rotation r (vessels)

RFrpvs ∈ℝ
+ ∀ r ∈ R, p ∈ Pr, v ∈

V,
s ∈ Sv

fuel consumption under segment s for vessel type v at voyage leg p of port
rotation r (tons/nmi)

QCSEA
rp ∈ℕ∀r∈R; p∈Pr quantity of containers to be transported at voyage leg p of port rotation r (TEUs)

QCPORT
rp ∈ℕ∀r∈R; p∈Pr quantity of containers to be handled at port p of port rotation r (TEUs)

τsailrp ∈ℝþ∀r∈R; p∈Pr sailing time at voyage leg p of port rotation r (hours)

τarrrp ∈ℝ
þ∀r∈R; p∈Pr arrival time at port p of port rotation r (hours)

τwaitrp ∈ℝþ∀r∈R; p∈Pr waiting time of a vessel at port p of port rotation r (hours)

τlaterp ∈ℝþ∀r∈R; p∈Pr vessel late arrival at port p of port rotation r (hours)

τhandrpthv∈ℝ
þ∀r∈R; p∈Pr ; t∈T rp;

h ∈ Hrpt, v ∈ V

handling time for type v vessels at port p of port rotation r during TW t under
HR h (hours)

τdeprp ∈ℝþ∀r∈R; p∈Pr departure time from port p of port rotation r (hours)

EPSEArp ∈ℝþ∀r∈R; p∈Pr amount of emissions produced at voyage leg p of port rotation r (tons)

EPPORTrp ∈ℝþ∀r∈R; p∈Pr amount of emissions produced at port p of port rotation r (tons)

REV ∈ℝ+ total revenue (USD)

VOC ∈ℝ+ total vessel operational cost (USD)

VCC ∈ℝ+ total vessel chartering cost (USD)

PHC ∈ℝ+ total port handling cost (USD)

LAC ∈ℝ+ total late arrival cost (USD)

FCC ∈ℝ+ total fuel consumption cost (USD)

CICSEA ∈ℝ+ total container inventory cost in sea (USD)
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Holistic mathematical model (Continued)

Sets

CICPORT ∈ℝ+ total container inventory cost at ports of call (USD)

ECSEA ∈ℝ+ total emission cost in sea (USD)

ECPORT ∈ℝ+ total emission cost at ports of call (USD)

Parameters

n1 ∈ℕ number of port rotations (port rotations)

n2r ∈ℕ∀r∈R number of ports under port rotation r (ports)

n3 ∈ℕ number of available vessel types (vessel types)

n4rp∈ℕ∀r∈R; p∈Pr number of available TWs at port p of port rotation r (TWs)

n5rpt∈ℕ∀r∈R; p∈Pr ; t∈T rp number of available HRs at port p of port rotation r during TW t (HRs)

n6v∈ℕ∀v∈V number of segments in the design fuel consumption function for vessel type v
(segments)

lrp ∈ℝ
+ ∀ r ∈ R, p ∈ Pr length of voyage leg p of port rotation r (nmi)

ϕmax ∈ℕ maximum port service frequency (days)

qown−mv ∈ℕ∀v∈V number of vessels of type v available in company’s own fleet for deployment
(vessels)

q char−m
v ∈ℕ∀v∈V number of vessels of type v available for chartering (vessels)

ϑmax ∈ℝ+ maximum sailing speed (knots)

ϑmin ∈ℝ+ minimum sailing speed (knots)

Slvs ∈ℝ
+ ∀ v ∈ V, s ∈ Sv slope of the design fuel consumption function at linear segment s for vessel

type v (tons/hour)

Invs ∈ℝ
+ ∀ v ∈ V, s ∈ Sv intercept of the design fuel consumption function at linear segment s for vessel

type v (tons/nmi)

Bnvs ∈ℝ
+ ∀ v ∈ V, s ∈ Sv speed reciprocal value at the beginning of linear segment s for vessel type v

(knots−1)

Edvs ∈ℝ
+ ∀ v ∈ V, s ∈ Sv speed reciprocal value at the end of linear segment s for vessel type v (knots−1)

αdemrp ; βdemrp ∈ℝþ∀r∈R; p∈Pr coefficients of the container demand sensitivity to the vessel sailing speed at
port p of port rotation r

Importrp ∈ℝ
+ ∀ r ∈ R, p ∈ Pr portion of import containers at port p of port rotation r (%)

QCSEA−0
r ∈ℕ∀r∈R total quantity of containers on board the vessel before it is moored at the first

port of call under port rotation r (TEUs)

phrpthv ∈ℝ
+ ∀ r ∈ R, p ∈ Pr, t ∈

Trp,
h ∈ Hrpt, v ∈ V

handling productivity under HR h during TW t at port p of port rotation r for
vessels of type v (TEUs/hour)

AWC ∈ℝ+ average weight of cargo inside a standard 20-ft container (tons)

LWTv ∈ℝ
+ ∀ v ∈ V empty weight of a vessel of type v (tons)

TWCv ∈ℝ
+ ∀ v ∈ V total cargo carrying capacity of a vessel of type v (tons)

τstrpt∈ℝ
þ∀r∈R; p∈Pr ; t∈T rp start of TW t at port p of port rotation r (hours)

τendrpt ∈ℝ
þ∀r∈R; p∈Pr ; t∈T rp end of TW t at port p of port rotation r (hours)

EFSEA ∈ℝ+ emission factor in sea (tons of emissions/ton of fuel)

EFPORTrphv ∈ℝ
þ∀r∈R; p∈Pr ; h∈Hrpt;

v ∈ V

emission factor at port p of port rotation r under HR h for vessel type v (tons of
emissions/TEU)

coperv ∈ℝþ∀v∈V unit vessel operational cost for vessel type v (USD/day)

ccharv ∈ℝþ∀v∈V unit chartering cost for vessel type v (USD/day)

chandrpthv∈ℝ
þ∀r∈R; p∈Pr ; t∈T rp;

h ∈ Hrpt, v ∈ V

handling cost for vessel type v at port p of port rotation r during TW t under HR
h (USD/TEU)

claterp ∈ℝþ∀r∈R; p∈Pr unit late arrival cost for port p of port rotation r (USD/hour)
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Holistic mathematical model (Continued)

Sets

cfuel ∈ℝ+ unit fuel cost (USD/ton)

cinv ∈ℝ+ unit inventory cost (USD/TEU/hour)

cemis ∈ℝ+ unit emission cost (USD/ton)

crevrp ∈ℝ
þ∀r∈R; p∈Pr unit freight rate for delivery to port p of port rotation r (USD/TEU)

M1, M2 ∈ℝ
+ large positive numbers

Model formulation

HOMTLP can be further formulated as follows:

max REV− VOC þ VCC þ PHC þ LAC þ FCC þ CICSEA þ CICPORT þ ECSEA þ ECPORT
� �� �

ð23Þ

Subject to:X
v∈V

drv ¼ 1∀r∈R ð24Þ
X
t∈Trp

zrpt ¼ 1∀r∈R; p∈Pr ð25Þ

X
t∈Trp

X
h∈Hrpt

X
v∈V

xrpthv ¼ 1∀r∈R; p∈Pr ð26Þ

xrpthv≤drv∀r∈R; p∈Pr; t∈Trp; h∈Hrpt ; v∈V ð27Þ
xrpthv≤zrpt∀r∈R; p∈Pr; t∈Trp; h∈Hrpt; v∈V ð28Þ

QCPORT
rp ¼ αdemrp −βdemrp ∙yrp∀r∈R; p∈Pr ð29Þ

QCSEA
r pþ1ð Þ ¼ QCSEA

rp −QCPORT
r pþ1ð Þ∙Importr pþ1ð Þ þQCPORT

r pþ1ð Þ∙ 1−Importr pþ1ð Þ
� �

∀r∈R; p∈Pr; p < n2r

ð30Þ

QCSEA
r 1ð Þ ¼ QCSEA−0

r −QCPORT
r 1ð Þ ∙Importr 1ð Þ þQCPORT

r 1ð Þ ∙ 1−Importr 1ð Þ
� �

∀r∈R ð31Þ

QCsea
rp ∙AWC≤TWCv þM1 1−drvð Þ∀r∈R; p∈Pr; v∈V ð32Þ

τhandrpthv ¼
QCPORT

rp

phrpthv
∀r∈R; p∈Pr; t∈Trp; h∈Hrpt ; v∈V ð33Þ

X
v∈V

X
s∈Sv

grpvs ¼ 1∀r∈R; p∈Pr ð34Þ

grpvs≤drv∀r∈R; p∈Pr; v∈V ; s∈Sv ð35Þ

Bnvsgrpvs≤yrp≤Edvs þM2 1−grpvs
� �

∀r∈R; p∈Pr; v∈V ; s∈Sv ð36Þ

RF rpvs≥ Slvsyrp þ Invs
� �

∙
QCsea

rp ∙AWC þ LWTv

TWCv þ LWTv

� 	2
3

−M2 1−grpvs
� �

∀r∈R; p∈Pr; v∈V ; s∈Sv

ð37Þ

1
ϑmax ≤yrp≤

1

ϑmin ∀r∈R; p∈Pr ð38Þ
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τsailrp ¼ lrpyrp∀r∈R; p∈Pr ð39Þ

τwaitr pþ1ð Þ≥
X
t∈Trp

τstr pþ1ð Þtzr pþ1ð Þt−τdeprp −τsailrp ∀r∈R; p∈Pr; p < n2r ð40Þ

τwaitr 1ð Þ ≥
X
t∈Trp

τstr 1ð Þtzr 1ð Þt−τdeprp −τsailrp þ 24ϕrqr∀r∈R; p∈Pr; p ¼ n2r ð41Þ

τlaterp ≥τarrrp −
X
t∈Trp

τendrpt zrpt∀r∈R; p∈Pr ð42Þ

τdeprp ¼ τarrrp þ τwaitrp þ
X
t∈Trp

X
h∈Hrpt

X
v∈V

τhandrpthvxrpthv∀r∈R; p∈Pr ð43Þ

τarrr pþ1ð Þ ¼ τdeprp þ τsailrp ∀r∈R; p∈Pr ; p < n2r ð44Þ

τarrr 1ð Þ ¼ τdeprp þ τsailrp −24ϕrqr∀r∈R; p∈Pr; p ¼ n2r ð45Þ

24ϕrqr ¼
X
p∈Pr

τsailrp þ
X
p∈Pr

X
t∈Trp

X
h∈Hrpt

X
v∈V

τhandrpthvxrpthv þ
X
p∈Pr

τwaitrp ∀r∈R ð46Þ

ϕr ≤ϕ
max∀r∈R ð47Þ

qr ¼
X
v∈V

qownrv þ qcharrv

� �
∀r∈R ð48Þ

qownrv ≤qown−mv drv∀r∈R; v∈V ð49ÞX
r∈R

qown
rv ≤qown−mv ∀v∈V ð50Þ

qcharrv ≤q char−m
v drv∀r∈R; v∈V ð51ÞX

r∈R

qchar
rv ≤q char−m

v ∀v∈V ð52Þ

EPSEA
rp ¼

X
v∈V

X
s∈Sv

EFSEAlrpRF rpvs∀r∈R; p∈Pr ð53Þ

EPPORT
rp ¼ QCPORT

rp

X
t∈Trp

X
h∈Hrpt

X
v∈V

EFPORT
rphv xrpthv

� �
∀r∈R; p∈Pr ð54Þ

REV ¼
X
r∈R

X
p∈Pr

crevrp QCPORT
rp ð55Þ

VOC ¼
X
r∈R

X
v∈V

coperv qown
rv ϕr ð56Þ

VCC ¼
X
r∈R

X
v∈V

ccharv qcharrv ϕr ð57Þ

PHC ¼
X
r∈R

X
p∈Pr

X
t∈Trp

X
h∈Hrpt

X
v∈V

chandrpthvQC
PORT
rp xrpthv ð58Þ

LAC ¼
X
r∈R

X
p∈Pr

claterp τlaterp ð59Þ

FCC ¼ cfuel
X
r∈R

X
p∈Pr

X
v∈V

X
s∈Sv

lrpRF rpvs ð60Þ
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CICSEA ¼
X
r∈R

X
p∈Pr

cinvv QCSEA
rp τsailrp ð61Þ

CICPORT ¼
X
r∈R

X
p∈Pr

cinvv QCSEA
rp τwaitrp þ

X
r∈R

X
p∈Pr

X
t∈Trp

X
h∈Hrpt

X
v∈V

cinvv QCSEA
rp −QCPORT

rp

� �
τhandrpthvxrpthv

ð62Þ

ECSEA ¼ cemis
X
r∈R

X
p∈Pr

EPSEA
rp ð63Þ

ECPORT ¼ cemis
X
r∈R

X
p∈Pr

EPPORT
rp ð64Þ

drv; zrpt; xrpthv; grpvs∈B∀r∈R; p∈Pr; t∈Trp; h∈Hrpt ; v∈V ; s∈Sv ð65Þ

ϕr; q
own
rv ; qcharrv ; qr ;QC

SEA
rp ;QCPORT

rp ; n1; n2r ; n
3; n4rp; n

5
rpt ; n

6
v ;ϕ

max; qown−mv ; q char−m
v ;

QCSEA−0
r ∈ℕ ∀r∈R; p∈Pr ; t∈Trp; v∈V

ð66Þ

yrp;RF rpvs; τ
sail
rp ; τarrrp ; τwaitrp ; τlaterp ; τhandrpthv; τ

dep
rp ;EPSEA

rp ;EPPORT
rp ;REV ;VOC;VCC;PHC;LAC;

FCC;CICSEA;CICPORT ;ECSEA;ECPORT ; lrp; ϑ
max; ϑmin; Slvs; Invs;Bnvs;Edvs; αdemrp ; βdemrp ;

Importrp; phrpthv;AWC; LWTv;TWCv; τ
st
rpt; τ

end
rpt ;EF

SEA;EFPORT
rphv ; coperv ; ccharv ; chandrpthv; c

late
rp ;

cfuel; cinv; cemis; crevrp ;M1;M2∈ℝ
þ∀r∈R; p∈Pr; t∈Trp; h∈Hrpt; v∈V ; s∈Sv

ð67Þ

The objective function (23) of HOMTLP aims to maximize the total profit,

estimated based on the total revenue and the total liner shipping route service

cost. Constraint set (24) ensures that each port rotation will be served by only one

type of vessels. Constraint set (25) guarantees that only one arrival TW will be

selected at each port for each port rotation. Constraint set (26) indicates that only

one vessel HR will be selected during one of the available arrival TWs for one of

the vessel types at each port for each port rotation. Constraint set (27) ensures

that the selected HR will be provided by the MCT operator for the selected type

of vessels at each port rotation. Constraint set (28) guarantees that the selected HR

will be provided by the MCT operator during the chosen arrival TW at each port

for each port rotation. Constraint set (29) estimates the quantity of containers to

be handled at each port of call, considering the container demand sensitivity to the

vessel sailing speed. Constraints sets (30) and (31) determine the quantity of

containers to be transported at each voyage leg under each port rotation.

Constraints set (32) establishes the maximum quantity of containers to be

transported at each voyage leg under each port rotation based on the vessel cargo

carrying capacity. Constraint set (33) calculates the vessel handling time during the

chosen arrival TW at each port for each port rotation.

Constraint set (34) ensures that only one segment will be selected for

approximation of the fuel consumption function for each vessel type at each

voyage leg of each port rotation. Constraint set (35) guarantees that the selected
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segment will be utilized for approximation of the fuel consumption function for

the chosen vessel type at each voyage leg for each port rotation. Constraint set

(36) ensures that the appropriate segment will be selected for approximation of the

fuel consumption function at each voyage leg for each port rotation. Constraint set

(37) computes the fuel consumption based on the selected segment at each voyage

leg for each port rotation. Constraint set (38) ensures that the vessel sailing speed

reciprocal is within the established limits at each voyage leg for each port rotation.

Constraint set (39) calculates the sailing time at each voyage leg for each port

rotation. Constraint sets (40) and (41) determine the waiting time of vessels at

each port for each port rotation. Constraint set (42) estimates the late arrival time

of vessels at each port for each port rotation. Constraint set (43) computes the

departure time of vessels from each port for each port rotation. Constraint sets

(44) and (45) calculate the arrival times of vessels at subsequent ports for each

port rotation. Constraint set (46) ensures that the established port service

frequency for each port rotation will be adhered to. Constraint set (47) imposes an

upper bound on the port service frequency for each port rotation.

Constraint set (48) determines the total number of vessels required for each port

rotation. Constraint sets (49)–(52) ensure that the required number of company’s own

vessels and the required number of chartered vessels will not exceed the number of

vessels available in company’s own fleet and the number of vessels available for

chartering, respectively. Constraint sets (53) and (54) estimate the amount of emissions

produced in sea and at ports of call for each port rotation, respectively. Constraint sets

(55)–(64) compute the cost components of the HOMTLP objective function (23),

including the total revenue and the total route service cost, where the total route service

cost includes the total vessel operational cost, the total vessel chartering cost, the total

port handling cost, the total late arrival cost, the total fuel consumption cost, the total

container inventory costs in sea and at ports of call, and the total emission costs in sea

and at ports of call, respectively. Constraint sets (65)–(67) define the nature of different

decision variables, auxiliary variables, as well as parameters of HOMTLP.

Solution approach

HOMTLP is a mixed-integer nonlinear programming model, which can be solved to the

global optimality using exact optimization algorithms. A number of commercial mixed-

integer nonlinear programming solvers are available on the market, such as BARON,

BONMIN, COUENNE, LINDO, SCIP, and others. In this study, BARON (Branch-and-

Reduce Optimization Navigator) will be employed as the solution approach. BARON is

an advanced system that is used to solve nonlinear and mixed-integer nonlinear noncon-

vex optimization problems to the global optimality. It is available under several modeling

languages, such as AIMMS, AMPL, GAMS, etc. Based on the advanced branch-and-

bound concepts, BARON applies certain algorithms that rely on interval analysis, con-

straint propagation, and duality techniques in order to reduce ranges of the considered

variables (GAMS, 2019). Furthermore, BARON constructs rigorous relaxations by means

of enlarging the feasible space for a given optimization problem of interest. All the nonlin-

ear variables and expressions in the mathematical program must be assigned upper and

lower bounds by the user before executing BARON.
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Computational experiments and managerial insights
This section of the manuscript presents some computational experiments that were

conducted to showcase the HOMTLP’s potential to assist liner shipping companies

with an integrated decision making at the tactical level. Moreover, certain important

managerial insights, which were drawn from the computational experiments, are

exhibited in this section as well. Throughout this study, the computational experiments

were conducted on a Dell Alienware Intel(R) Core™ i7-7700K processor with 32 GB of

RAM and Windows 10 Operating System. MATLAB 2016a was used to generate the

piecewise secant approximations for the fuel consumption function. HOMTLP was

encoded in the GAMS (General Algebraic Modeling System) environment and then

solved to the global optimality with BARON (GAMS, 2019). The maximum runtime

for BARON was set to 15min, while the maximum optimality gap was restricted to 3%.

An additional analysis was performed to assess the efficiency of the adopted solution

approach, and details are presented in section 5.2 of the manuscript.

Input data description

A total of three Asia-North America liner shipping routes, served by Compagnie Mari-

time d’Affrètement Compagnie Générale Maritime (CMA CGM), were considered to

demonstrate the performance of the developed methodology. The routes and the asso-

ciated ports of call are illustrated in Fig. 3 (CMA CGM, 2019a). The distances between

consecutive ports (lrp, r ∈ R, p ∈ Pr – nmi), which were obtained from SEA-

DISTANCES.ORG (2019), are denoted in parentheses (see Fig. 3). Table 1 presents the

numerical data that were required to conduct the computational experiments. The

Fig. 3 The Asia-North America liner shipping routes considered in the computational experiments.
Illustrates three Asia-North America liner shipping routes, which were used throughout the computational
experiments: (a) Bohai; (b) Gulf of Mexico Express; and (c) South China Sea
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numerical data were obtained from the liner shipping and freight terminal operations

literature (Wang and Meng, 2012a-c; Psaraftis and Kontovas, 2013; Wang et al., 2014;

Dulebenets et al., 2018; Abioye et al., 2019; Cheaitou and Cariou, 2019; CMA, 2019a,b;

Kavoosi et al., 2019a,b; Theophilus et al., 2019). Two types of vessels were selected for

the computational experiments (i.e., n3 = 2). However, each port rotation could be

served by only one type of vessels. The liner shipping company was offered three arrival

Table 1 The parameter values adopted for the model

Parameter Value

Number of port rotations: n1 (port rotations) 3

Number of ports of call under port rotation r: n2r ; r∈R (ports) 6

Number of available vessel types: n3 (vessel types) 2

Number of available TWs at port p of port rotation r: n4rp; r∈R; p∈Pr (TWs) 3

Number of available HRs at port p of port rotation r during TW t: n5rpt; r∈R; p∈Pr ; t∈T rp (HRs) 4

Maximum port service frequency: ϕmax (days) 14

Number of vessels of type v available in company’s own fleet for deployment: qown−mv ; v∈V
(vessels)

[3; 4]

Number of vessels of type v available for chartering: q char−m
v ; v∈V (vessels) [5; 6]

Maximum sailing speed: ϑmax (knots) 25

Minimum sailing speed: ϑmin (knots) 15

Fuel consumption coefficient: αv, v ∈ V [3; 3.2]

Fuel consumption coefficient: γv, v ∈ V [0.012; 0.014]

Coefficient of the container demand sensitivity to the vessel sailing speed at port p of port
rotation r: αdemrp ; r∈R; p∈Pr

U[400; 1,800]

Coefficient of the container demand sensitivity to the vessel sailing speed at port p of port
rotation r: βdemrp ; r∈R; p∈Pr

U[1,250; 3,000]

Portion of import containers at port p of port rotation r: Importrp, r ∈ R, p ∈ Pr (%) U[40; 60]

Total quantity of containers on board a vessel before it is moored at the first port of call
under port rotation r: QCSEA−0

r ; r∈R (TEUs)
U[4,000; 7,000]

Handling productivity under HR h during TW t at port p of port rotation r for vessels of type
v: phrpthv, r ∈ R, p ∈ Pr, t ∈ Trp, h ∈ Hrpt, v ∈ V (TEUs/hour)

U[50; 125]

Average weight of cargo inside a standard 20-ft container: AWC (tons) 11

Empty weight of a vessel of type v: LWTv, v ∈ V (tons) [48,000; 50,000]

Total cargo carrying capacity of a vessel of type v: TWCv, v ∈ V (tons) [144,000; 150,
000]

Arrival TW duration: ½τendrpt −τ
st
rpt�∀r∈R; p∈Pr ; t∈T rp (hours) U[12; 24]

Emission factor in sea: EFSEA (tons of emissions/ton of fuel) 3.082

Emission factor at port p of port rotation r under HR h for vessel type v: EFPORTrphv ; r∈R; p∈Pr ; h∈
Hrpt ; v∈V (tons of emissions/TEU)

0.01729 for h =
180

Unit vessel operational cost for vessel type v: coperv ; v∈V (USD/day) [39,000; 43,000]

Unit chartering cost for vessel type v: ccharv ; v∈V (USD/day) [59,000; 65,000]

Unit handling cost for vessel type v at port p of port rotation r during TW t under HR h: chandrpthv ;
r∈R; p∈Pr ; t∈T rp; h∈Hrpt; v∈V (USD/TEU)

U[200; 500]

Unit late arrival cost for port p of port rotation r: claterp ; r∈R; p∈Pr (USD/hour) U[5,000; 8,000]

Unit fuel cost: cfuel (USD/ton) 200

Unit inventory cost: cinv (USD/TEU/hour) 0.25

Unit emission cost: cemis (USD/ton) 32

Unit freight rate for delivery to port p of port rotation r: crevrp ; r∈R; p∈Pr (USD/TEU) U[1,000; 2,500]
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TWs at each port of call (i.e., n4rp ¼ 3∀r∈R; p∈Pr ). Under each arrival TW, four HRs

were available at each port of call (i.e., n5rpt ¼ 4∀r∈R; p∈Pr; t∈Trp).

The port service frequency in HOMTLP is a variable. However, its upper bound was

set to 14 days (i.e., bi-weekly frequency). The number of vessels of type v available in the

company’s own fleet (qown−mv ; v∈V ) and the number of vessels of type v available for char-

tering (q char−m
v ; v∈V ) varied from 3 to 6 vessels. The vessel sailing speed was restricted to

vary within 15 knots and 25 knots (Wang and Meng, 2012a,b). The container demand at

each port of call (QCPORT
rp ; r∈R; p∈Pr) was assumed to be within the range of 200 TEUs to

2000 TEUs (Dulebenets, 2018a; Abioye et al., 2019). The coefficients of container demand

(αdemrp , βdemrp ; r∈R; p∈Pr) were set as U[400; 1,800] TEUs and U[1,250; 3,000] TEUs, respect-

ively, where U denotes uniformly distributed pseudorandom numbers with the lower and

upper bounds, presented in square brackets. Note that container demand includes both

export container demand and import container demand. The portion of import con-

tainers at each port (Importrp, r ∈ R, p ∈ Pr) was set to uniformly vary within 40% and 60%,

whereas the portion of export containers was set as (1 − Importrp) ∀ r ∈ R, p ∈ Pr.

The total quantity of containers on board each vessel before mooring at the first port of

call under port rotation r (i.e., payload at the last voyage leg) was set as follows: QCSEA−0
r

¼ U ½4; 000; 7; 000�∀r∈R (TEUs). The handling productivity under HR h during TW t at

port p of port rotation r for vessels of type v (phrpthv, r ∈ R, p ∈ Pr, t ∈Trp, h ∈Hrpt, v ∈V) was

set to U[50; 125] TEUs/hour. Based on the operational data, reported by the CMA CGM

liner shipping company (CMA CGM, 2019b), the average weight of cargo inside a standard

20-ft container (AWC) was assumed to be 11 tons. The empty weight of a vessel of type v

(LWTv, v ∈V) varied from 48,000 tons to 50,000 tons, while the total cargo carrying capacity

of a vessel of type v (TWCv, v ∈V) was assumed to range from 144,000 tons to 150,000 tons

(CMA CGM, 2019b). The start of TW t at port p + 1 under port rotation r was estimated

based on the relationship between the start of TW t at port p under port rotation r, length

of voyage leg p under port rotation r, and the vessel sailing speed bounds as follows: τstrðpþ1Þt

¼ τstrpt þ lrp
U ½ϑmin;ϑmax� ∀r∈R; p∈Pr; t∈Trp (hours) (Dulebenets, 2018a; Abioye et al., 2019).

Moreover, the arrival TW duration at each port under each port rotation was restricted

to U[12; 24] hours. Emissions of carbon dioxide by the main vessel engines were modeled

throughout the computational experiments. The emission factor in sea (EFSEA) was

assumed to be 3.082 tons of carbon dioxide per ton of fuel (Psaraftis and Kontovas, 2013;

Kontovas, 2014). On the other hand, the emission factor at ports was set to 0.01729 tons

of carbon dioxide per TEU for the baseline handling productivity of 180 TEUs/hour

(Tran et al., 2017). For the handling productivities other than the baseline handling

productivity, the emission factor at ports was estimated as follows: EFPORT
rphv ¼ 0:01729

þU ½1:0; 1:2�∙
½ð
X
t∈Trp

phrpthv=n
4
rpÞ−180�

180 ∙0:01729∀r∈R; p∈Pr; h∈Hrpt ; v∈V (tons of carbon

dioxide per TEU) (Dulebenets, 2018a).

The unit vessel operational cost ( coperv ; v∈V ) was restricted to vary between 39,000

USD/day and 43,000 USD/day, whereas the unit vessel chartering cost (ccharv ; v∈V ) was

assumed to be within 59,000 USD/day and 65,000 USD/day. The unit handling cost for
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vessel type v at port p of port rotation r during TW t under HR h was estimated

as follows: chandrpthv ¼ U ½200; 500�∀r∈R; p∈Pr; t∈Trp; h∈Hrpt ; v∈V (USD/TEU). The unit

late arrival cost at ports ( claterp ; r∈R; p∈Pr ) was set to U[5,000; 8,000] USD/hour

(Dulebenets, 2018a-b; Abioye et al., 2019). The unit fuel cost (cfuel) was assumed to

be 200 USD/ton (Wang and Meng, 2012a,b). The unit inventory cost was set to

cinv = 0.25 USD/TEU/hour. The unit emission cost (cemis) was set to 32 USD/ton

(Tran et al., 2017). Furthermore, the unit freight rate was set to crevrp ¼ U ½1; 000; 2; 5
00�∀r∈R; p∈Pr (USD/TEU).

Performance of the adopted solution approach

As mentioned earlier, BARON was selected as a solution approach for HOMTLP. In

order to assess the performance of the adopted solution approach, a total of 20

problem instances were generated by changing the start and end of arrival TWs at

ports of call under each one of the considered port rotations. The procedure to

randomly generate the start and end of arrival TWs is discussed in section 5.1 of the

manuscript. For each problem instance, the maximum runtime for BARON was set to

15min, while the maximum optimality gap was restricted to 3%. The number of

variables and the number of constraints for every problem instance were also recorded.

For each problem instance, HOMTLP included 1853 variables and 3063 constraints.

Note that the number of linear segments in the piecewise approximation for the design

fuel consumption function was set to 10 linear segments based on the preliminary

computational experiments. The piecewise approximation with 10 linear segments

demonstrated a high degree of accuracy (see Fig. 2) without substantially impacting the

computational time, required by BARON to solve HOMTLP.

Figure 4 presents the computational performance of the adopted solution approach,

including the CPU time and optimality gap values for each problem instance. The CPU

times for the problem instances ranged between 140.54 s (problem instance #1) and

608.54 s (problem instance #13). Moreover, the CPU time was less than 400 s for 18

out the 20 considered problem instances. As for the optimality gaps, the solutions,

returned by BARON, had the optimality gaps between 2.2% and 3% for the 20 problem

instances. Note that the optimality gap values could be reduced by increasing the

runtime for BARON. For example, problem instances #1 and #2 both had an optimality

gap of 3%. However, the CPU time for problem instance #1 (140.54 s) was significantly

lower than the CPU time for problem instance #2 (315.82 s). If the maximum

optimality gap restriction of 3% was relaxed, and BARON was allowed to run for

315.82 s (i.e., the CPU time recorded for problem instance #2); then, a better optimality

gap could be achieved for problem instance #1 as compared to problem instance #2.

Based on the conducted analysis, it can be concluded that BARON was able to obtain

good-quality solutions for HOMTLP within a reasonable computational time.

Managerial insights

This section of the manuscript outlines important managerial insights, which were

obtained from the tactical-level decisions that were suggested by HOMTLP. In particu-

lar, the managerial insights were retrieved via a set of sensitivity analyses of the

tactical-level decisions, which were suggested by HOMTLP, to the following aspects:
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(1) port arrival TW availability; (2) port HR availability; (3) unit fuel cost; (4) unit emis-

sion cost; and (5) unit operational and chartering costs. The conducted sensitivity ana-

lyses are further described in the following sections of the manuscript.

Sensitivity of the tactical-level decisions to the port arrival TW availability

A total of 4 scenarios were developed by changing the arrival TW availability at ports in

order to conduct a sensitivity analysis of the tactical-level decisions. TWs “1”, “2”, and “3”

were suggested to the liner shipping company at each port for the TW availability scenar-

ios #1, #2, and #3, respectively. On the contrary, all 3 considered TWs were available in

the TW availability scenario #4. The remaining parameter values of HOMTLP (see Table

1) were unchanged for all the TW availability scenarios. Figure 5 presents the results of

the sensitivity analysis for the port arrival TW availability, which include the sensitivity of

the average vessel sailing speed, average port service frequency, total vessels deployed,

average port handling productivity, and total profit. Note that the average vessel sailing

speed (AvgWtSS) was weighted by voyage leg length ðAvgWtSS ¼

X
r∈R

X
p∈Pr

ϑrplrpX
r∈R

X
p∈Pr

lrp
Þ and the

average port handling productivity (AvgWtHP) was weighted by container demand ð

AvgWtHP ¼

X
r∈R

X
p∈Pr

X
t∈Trp

X
h∈Hrpt

X
v∈V

phrpthvQC
PORT
rp xrpthvX

r∈R

X
p∈Pr

QCPORT
rp

Þ in order to capture the effects of

voyage leg length and container demand at ports, respectively.

As suggested by Fig. 5, the average vessel sailing speed was the highest in scenario #1

(23.76 knots), while the lowest average vessel sailing speed was recorded in scenario #2

Fig. 4 The CPU time and optimality gap values for the considered problem instances. Provides more details
regarding performance of the adopted solution approach in terms of CPU time (top) and optimality gap
values (bottom)
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(22.81 knots). On the other hand, the lowest and highest average port service

frequencies were observed for scenarios #4 and #3, respectively (13 days and 10 days,

respectively). Note that the lowest port service frequency corresponds to the largest number

of days between consecutive visits of a given port. It was also found that the liner shipping

company was required to deploy the largest number of vessels to serve the considered port

rotations in scenario #3 and guarantee the selected port service frequency for each port

rotation. Such a finding can be explicated by the fact that the ports of call had to be served

more frequently in scenario #3 as compared to the other port arrival TW availability

scenarios. Scenarios #1 and #4 on the contrary had lower average port service frequencies

and, hence, required the smallest number of vessels (8 vessels). The computational

experiments show that the average port handling productivity was the highest in scenario

#2 (103.35 TEUs/hour), while the lowest port handling productivity was recorded in

scenario #3 (91.72 TEUs/hour). Moreover, it was found that the highest profit (24,052,953

USD) was recorded in scenario #4, where all the arrival TWs were available. Therefore,

availability of multiple port arrival TWs provided more flexibility to the liner shipping

company in terms of setting the appropriate values for the key decision variables (i.e., vessel

sailing speeds, port service frequencies, total number of vessels deployed, HRs at ports call)

and allowed improving the overall efficiency of liner shipping operations.

Sensitivity of the tactical-level decisions to the port HR availability

A total of 5 scenarios were developed by changing the port HR availability in order to

conduct a sensitivity analysis of the tactical-level decisions. HRs “1”, “2”, “3”, and “4” were

offered by the MCT operators to the liner shipping company at each port of call for the

HR availability scenarios #1, #2, #3, and #4, respectively. On the contrary, all 4 considered

HRs were available in the HR availability scenario #5. The remaining parameter values of

HOMTLP (see Table 1) were unchanged for all the HR availability scenarios. Figure 6

presents the results of the sensitivity analysis for the port HR availability, which include

the sensitivity of the average vessel sailing speed, average port service frequency, total ves-

sels deployed, average port handling productivity, and total profit.

Fig. 5 The sensitivity of the average vessel sailing speed, average port service frequency, total vessels
deployed, average port handling productivity, and total profit to the port arrival TW availability. Shows
changes in the average vessel sailing speed, average port service frequency, total vessels deployed, average
port handling productivity, and total profit for different TW availability scenarios
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As suggested by Fig. 6, the average vessel sailing speed was the highest in scenario #2

(23.73 knots), while the lowest average vessel sailing speed was recorded in scenario #5

(23.51 knots). The highest average port service frequency was observed in scenario #2

(9.67 days), and, therefore, this scenario required the largest number of vessels to be

deployed (11 vessels). The other port HR availability scenarios on the contrary had

lower average port service frequencies and, hence, required fewer vessels to serve the

considered port rotations (8 vessels). The computational experiments show that the

average port handling productivity was the highest in scenario #4 (97.38 TEUs/hour),

while the lowest port handling productivity was recorded in scenario #2 (83.87 TEUs/

hour). Moreover, it was found that the highest profit (24,052,953 USD) was recorded in

scenario #5, where all the port HRs were available. Therefore, availability of multiple

port HRs provided more flexibility to the liner shipping company in terms of setting

the appropriate values for the key decision variables (i.e., vessel sailing speeds, port

service frequencies, total number of vessels deployed, HRs at ports call) and allowed

improving the overall efficiency of liner shipping operations.

Sensitivity of the tactical-level decisions to the unit fuel cost

A total of 12 unit fuel cost scenarios were developed by increasing the unit fuel cost

from 200 USD/ton in scenario #1 to 750 USD/ton in scenario #12 (an increment of 50

USD/ton was used). The remaining parameter values of HOMTLP (see Table 1) were

unchanged for all the unit fuel cost scenarios. Figure 7 presents the results of the unit

fuel cost sensitivity analysis, which include the sensitivity of the average vessel sailing

speed, average port service frequency, total vessels deployed, and average port handling

productivity. Since the unit fuel cost was increased, the solution approach (i.e.,

BARON) attempted to mitigate the impact on the total fuel cost by reducing the

average vessel sailing speed (i.e., average vessel sailing speed decreased by 9.11% from

scenario #1 to scenario #12). Moreover, increments in the unit fuel cost from one

scenario to another caused an increase in the average port service frequency. The total

number of vessels to be deployed increased due to an increase in the average port

Fig. 6 The sensitivity of the average vessel sailing speed, average port service frequency, total vessels
deployed, average port handling productivity, and total profit to the port HR availability. Shows changes in
the average vessel sailing speed, average port service frequency, total vessels deployed, average port
handling productivity, and total profit for different HR availability scenarios
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service frequency. On the other hand, the average handling productivity remained almost

the same. The sensitivity of the average container demand at ports to the unit fuel cost is

demonstrated in Fig. 8, where it can be observed that the container demand reduced

when the unit fuel cost was increased. The latter pattern can be explicated by the fact that

the container demand at ports is a function of the vessel sailing speed. Since the average

vessel sailing speed decreased due to increments in the unit fuel cost, the container

demand decreased as well. Furthermore, the total profit in scenario #12 was 22.19% lower

than the total profit in scenario #1 due to an increase in the unit fuel cost.

Sensitivity of the tactical-level decisions to the unit emission cost

A total of 20 unit emission cost scenarios were developed by increasing the unit

emission cost from 16 USD/ton in scenario #1 to 320 USD/ton in scenario #20 (an

increment of 16 USD/ton was used). The remaining parameter values of HOMTLP

(see Table 1) were unchanged for all the unit emission cost scenarios. Figure 9 presents

Fig. 7 The sensitivity of the average vessel sailing speed, average port service frequency, total vessels
deployed, and average port handling productivity to the unit fuel cost. Shows changes in the average
vessel sailing speed, average port service frequency, total vessels deployed, and average port handling
productivity for different unit fuel cost scenarios

Fig. 8 The sensitivity of the average container demand to the unit fuel cost. Shows changes in the average
container demand for different unit fuel cost scenarios
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the results of the unit emission cost sensitivity analysis, which include the sensitivity of

the average vessel sailing speed, average port service frequency, total vessels deployed,

and average port handling productivity.

In order to mitigate the effect of increments in the unit emission cost on the total

profit and to reduce emissions in sea, the solution approach reduced the average vessel

sailing speed by 14.59% from scenario #1 to scenario #20. Due to an increase in the

unit emission cost, the average port service frequency experienced an increasing

pattern, which triggered an increase in the total number of vessels required for

deployment. Furthermore, as the unit emission cost was increased from one scenario to

another, the average port handling productivity increased. An increase in the average

port handling productivity can be justified by the fact that the liner shipping company

aimed to decrease the vessel handling time at ports and use these time savings to

compensate for the time losses in sea (due to a reduction in the average vessel sailing

speed). The sensitivity of the total amount of emissions produced in sea to the unit

emission cost is demonstrated in Fig. 10, where it can be observed that the total

Fig. 9 The sensitivity of the average vessel sailing speed, average port service frequency, total vessels
deployed, and average port handling productivity to the unit emission cost. Shows changes in the average
vessel sailing speed, average port service frequency, total vessels deployed, and average port handling
productivity for different unit emission cost scenarios

Fig. 10 The sensitivity of the total amount of emissions produced in sea to the unit emission cost. Shows
changes in the total amount of emissions produced in sea for different unit emission cost scenarios
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amount of emissions produced in sea reduced when the unit emission cost was

increased. Such a reduction can be explicated by the fact that the amount of emissions

produced in sea is proportional to the total fuel consumption at voyage legs and,

thereby, to the vessel sailing speed, which decreased after increasing the unit emission

cost. Furthermore, the total profit in scenario #20 was 35.61% lower than the total

profit in scenario #1 due to an increase in the unit emission cost.

Sensitivity of the tactical-level decisions to the unit operational and chartering costs

A sensitivity analysis for the unit operational and chartering costs was carried out by

developing 20 scenarios and increasing the unit operational and chartering costs from

one scenario to another. The unit operational cost for vessel type “1” was increased

from 10,000 USD/day in scenario #1 to 200,000 USD/day in scenario #20 (an

increment of 10,000 USD/day was used), while the unit operational cost for vessel type

“2” was increased from 9000 USD/day in scenario #1 to 180,000 USD/day in scenario

#20 (an increment of 9000 USD/day was used). In a similar fashion, the unit chartering

cost for vessel type “1” was increased from 15,000 USD/day in scenario #1 to 300,000

USD/day in scenario #20 (an increment of 15,000 USD/day was used), while the unit

chartering cost for vessel type “2” was increased from 13,500 USD/day in scenario #1

to 270,000 USD/day in scenario #20 (an increment of 13,500 USD/day was used). The

remaining parameter values of HOMTLP (see Table 1) were unchanged for all the unit

operational/chartering cost scenarios.

Figure 11 presents the results of the sensitivity analysis for the unit operational and

chartering costs, which include the sensitivity of the average vessel sailing speed,

average port service frequency, total vessels deployed, and average port handling

productivity. As the unit operational and chartering costs were increased, the solution

Fig. 11 The sensitivity of the average vessel sailing speed, average port service frequency, total vessels
deployed, and average port handling productivity to the unit operational and chartering costs. Shows
changes in the average vessel sailing speed, average port service frequency, total vessels deployed, and
average port handling productivity for different unit operational/chartering cost scenarios
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approach increased the average vessel sailing speed by 7.05% from scenario #1 to

scenario #20. In order to mitigate the effect of increments in the unit operational and

chartering costs on the total profit, the total number of vessels to be deployed reduced

from one scenario to another. The computational experiments show that no vessels

were chartered for 12 scenarios out of the 20 developed scenarios after increasing the

unit chartering cost. As the number of deployed vessels decreased from one scenario to

another, the average port service frequency generally experienced a decreasing pattern

(i.e., the ports of call were served less frequently). On the other hand, the average

handling productivity remained almost the same. Furthermore, the total profit in

scenario #20 was 65.49% lower than the total profit in scenario #1 due to an increase in

the unit operational and chartering costs.

Concluding remarks
Liner shipping companies spend thousands of dollars every day in vessel operational

costs, fuel costs, port handling costs, and other route service costs. In order to solidify

their position in a highly competitive industry, liner shipping companies are required to

effectively address strategic, tactical, and operational decision problems. This study

focused on the tactical-level decision problems in liner shipping, including port service

frequency determination, fleet deployment, sailing speed optimization, and vessel

schedule design. A significant portion of the published studies addressed each tactical-

level decision problem separately. Certain studies incorporated multiple tactical-level

decision problems; however, none of them addressed all the four decision problems

simultaneously. Decisions, provided by separate solution approaches for separate deci-

sion problems, may not be compatible with each other. Moreover, liner shipping com-

panies seek integrated solution methodologies that can tackle multiple decision

problems simultaneously for a given planning horizon. This study proposed a novel

holistic optimization model for tactical-level planning in liner shipping (HOMTLP),

which captures all the tactical-level decision problems, including port service frequency

determination, fleet deployment, sailing speed optimization, and vessel schedule design.

The objective of HOMTLP was to maximize the total profit from the cargo shipment,

estimated based on the total revenue generated and the total route service cost incurred.

The key route service cost components, found in the liner shipping literature, were

considered. The proposed HOMTLP captured important features of liner shipping

operations. First, the fuel consumption by the main vessel engines was estimated not only

based on the vessel sailing speed (which is a common approach in the existing liner

shipping literature) but also based on the vessel payload. Second, the container demand at

ports was assumed to be elastic and decreased with increasing transit time of containers.

Third, HOMTLP assumed that multiple time windows and handling rates were offered to

serve the vessels at each port of call in order to improve the efficiency of liner shipping

operations and improve the utilization of the available handling equipment at marine

container terminals. Fourth, the container inventory costs in sea and at ports were

directly accounted for throughout the tactical-level planning by HOMTLP. Fifth,

HOMTLP directly captured the quantity of emissions that are produced by vessels in sea

and from container handling at ports, which will further allow enhancing the environmen-

tal sustainability of the international trade and liner shipping operations.
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A set of linearization strategies were applied in order to reduce the degree of the

model’s nonlinearity. An exact optimization approach (BARON) was adopted to solve

HOMTLP. The computational experiments were conducted using the operational data,

collected for the liner shipping routes served by the CMA CGM liner shipping company.

A number of sensitivity analyses were conducted to showcase some important managerial

insights using the proposed methodology. Potential future research extensions for this

study include, but are not limited to, the following: (a) model various sources of

uncertainty in liner shipping (e.g., uncertainties in shipment demand, port times, sailing

times); (b) evaluate various vessel schedule recovery options to compensate for the delays

caused by uncertainties in liner shipping (e.g., vessel sailing speed adjustment, port

skipping, port swapping); (c) consider heterogeneity of the vessel fleet serving a given port

rotation (i.e., different vessel types are allowed to serve a given port rotation); (d) develop

game-theoretic models for negotiation of arrival time windows and handling rates at ports

of call; and (e) develop heuristic algorithms that can provide good-quality solutions for

HOMTLP within a reasonable computational time.
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